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A B S T R A C T

The propagation of shear waves in elastography at high frequency (>3 kHz) in viscoelastic media has not been
extensively studied due to the high attenuation and technical limitations of current techniques. An optical
micro-elastography (OME) technique using magnetic excitation for generating and tracking high frequency
shear waves with enough spatial and temporal resolution was proposed. Ultrasonics shear waves (above 20
kHz) were generated and observed in polyacrylamide samples. A cutoff frequency, from where the waves
no longer propagate, was observed to vary depending on the mechanical properties of the samples. The
ability of the Kelvin–Voigt (KV) model to explain the high cutoff frequency was investigated. Two alternative
measurement techniques, Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and Shear Wave Elastography (SWE), were used
to complete the whole frequency range of the velocity dispersion curve while avoid capturing guided waves in
the low frequency range (<3 kHz). The combination of the three measurement techniques provided rheology
information from quasi-static to ultrasonic frequency range. A key observation was that the full frequency
range of the dispersion curve was necessary if one wanted to infer accurate physical parameters from the
rheological model. By comparing the low frequency range with the high frequency range, the relative errors
for the viscosity parameter could reach 60 % and they could be higher with higher dispersive behavior. The
high cutoff frequency may be predicted in materials that follow a KV model over their entire measurable
frequency range. The mechanical characterization of cell culture media could benefit from the proposed OME
technique.
1. Introduction

Micro-elastography is a subcategory of dynamic elastography that
was born to map the mechanical parameters at the microscopic scale [1,
2]. This technique has been proposed as a bridge for mechanical
characterization between the organ scale, where diseases are studied
at an advanced stage, and the subcellular scale, where the earliest
stage of diseases has been observed [3–5]. The micrometer scale of
micro-elastography imposes challenging requirements that imply the
need for a very fine spatial resolution. The resolution limit of the
captured image stems from the capabilities of the detection system,
and high speed cameras are presented as good candidates [6]. The
resolution of elastography, that is, when displacements are recon-
structed or velocities are estimated, has been shown to be not limited
by the shear wavelength (𝜆) of the excitation, but by the algorithms
used [7,8]. However, the minimum 𝜆 of the propagated shear wave
also plays a role in the accuracy of the final result. The relationship
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between 𝜆 and the characteristics of the propagating medium will
dictate the mechanical model to use and the assumptions to be made
for the analysis. When the wavelength approaches the dimensions of
the medium or the thickness of a layer, propagation is conditioned
by geometry, which requires guided wave models to avoid erroneous
velocity estimations [9]. Diffraction and reflection as a result of the
presence of inclusions or boundaries may also generate biased velocity
values and artifacts [10].

In addition, viscoelastic media are described by a complex shear
modulus that is time dependent. This means that shear wave velocity
is frequency dependent, and shear wave attenuation increases with
frequency [11]. Viscoelastic characterization at the clinical stage is pro-
viding novel and meaningful insights into the diagnosis of pathologies
and disorders [12–14]. The most widespread and direct methodology
for viscoelastic characterization consists of fitting the dispersion curve
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(frequency-dependent response) to a rheological model. KV is one
of the most widely used models due to the straightforward physical
interpretation of its parameters and simplicity [15]. To achieve an
optimal mechanical contrast using viscoelastic properties, reaching
higher frequencies will allow to reconstruct more realistic values with
a lower error [16]. Increasing the excitation frequency might result
in observable volume shear waves even in submillimeter thickness
layers, although the exponentially increasing attenuation over distance
may result in only a few observable wavelengths before the amplitude
is too low to detect it. A very recent study has shown that with a
suitable setup, high frequency (>3 kHz) shear waves can be observed
in phantoms and that the KV model might predict the frequency from
where the waves no longer propagate (the cutoff frequency) [17].

Currently, the most widespread elastography modalities are based
on ultrasound [18] and magnetic resonance [19]. In this context, most
studies have focused only on the macroscale elasticity with simplified
boundary conditions and linear elastic assumptions, examining large
field of views at moderate resolutions. Acoustic Radiation Force (ARF)-
based elastography techniques have been widely used due to their
real-time results and their ability to perform in vivo studies effec-
tively [20]. But the tissue response to the impulse excitation of ARF
does not contain high frequency components, generally below 1 kHz.
With this, 𝜆 usually ranges from a few to tens of millimeters depending
on the propagation velocity [2,21]. In addition, the maximum acqui-
sition rate is generally limited to 20 kHz, and its spatial resolution
is proportional to the ultrasound beamwidth, reaching hundreds of
microns. In the case of magnetic resonance elastography, the resolution
drops to several millimeters and the acquisition rate drops to a few
hundred Hz [22]. These technical limitations have precluded the adop-
tion of these techniques at the microscale. Early works using high speed
cameras have reported significant insights into shear wave propagation
at high frequencies at the microscale. In a first study, a piezoelectric
transducer vibrating at 15 kHz was used for exciting an animal cell
of 100 μm diameter [23]. As a proof of concept, the authors did not
consider viscoelasticity and the effect of guided waves was ignored. In
a second study, they attempted to address the above problems from a
physical perspective using controlled media [17]. Viscoelasticity was
studied using a KV model. They created shear waves over a wide fre-
quency range from 0.5 to 15 kHz. However, they observed inconsistent
values in the KV fittings in samples with the same composition, which
made it difficult to experimentally establish an accurate high frequency
cutoff. Likewise, they were not able to check that the KV model fit
correctly over the entire dispersion curve as they registered guided
waves at the low frequency end of the measured range.

These previous studies have shown that for a micro-elastography
study, an efficient method for remotely generating shear waves at
high frequencies with enough amplitude away from the source, and an
imaging system with sufficient acquisition rate to capture the propa-
gation is essential. Controlling how the medium is stimulated at that
scale facilitates and enhances the analysis of wave propagation. We
proposed to go one step further to solve the above mentioned problems.
First, a new measurement technique, called optical micro-elastography
(OME), was proposed and validated. It involved a new form of wave
generation that could reach high frequency using a vibrating magnetic
disk embedded in a transparent medium that was excited by a transient
magnetic force. A high speed camera with high resolution tracked
the propagation and the displacement fields were reconstructed using
optical flow algorithms. The OME technique covered from 3 kHz to the
cutoff frequency. Alternative measurement techniques were also pro-
posed to avoid capturing guided waves in the low frequency range and
complete the spectrum. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA), was used
to provide frequency information from 0.1 to 150 Hz. The samples were
subjected to a sinusoidal strain waveform at varying frequencies in a
compression machine, and the complex shear modulus was obtained.
Shear Wave Elastography (SWE) cover the typical range of soft tissues,
2

from 200 Hz to 3 kHz. Secondly, by investigating the potential of the KV d
model to explain the high cutoff frequency and the agreement of the
rheological behavior of soft media at different frequency ranges. The
paper is organized as follows: the physical origin of the disk vibration
from the magnetic force is explained; then the experimental setups for
a wide frequency characterization are described, including DMA, SWE,
and the proposed OME technique; after that, the OME technique is
validated against simulations; finally, the phase velocity curves and the
rheological behavior are presented, along with the estimation of the
cutoff frequencies. The results are analyzed in the discussion.

2. Theory

2.1. Magnetic force on the neodymium disk magnet

Shear wave generation was achieved by applying a transient mag-
netic force to a disk-shaped neodymium magnet confined in a soft
medium (Fig. 1a). The medium was considered diamagnetic. The mag-
net was placed in a fixed horizontal position below a circular air core
coil and aligned with the X-axis diameter (Fig. 1b). The coil was driven
with a sinusoidal time-varying voltage load 𝑉coil(𝑡) that resulted in a
urrent 𝐼coil(𝑡) through the inductor, 90◦ out of phase with respect to
he voltage (Eq. (1)).

𝑉coil(𝑡) = 𝑉c𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡)

coil(𝑡) = −𝐼c𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡)
(1)

By Ampère’s law, a magnetic vector field 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) was produced
around the coil that was proportional to the total current density
𝐽coil(𝐫, 𝑡), the coil cross section 𝑆 and the vacuum permeability 𝜇0
(Eq. (2)). 𝐵c(𝐫) indicates the maximum time amplitude of 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡),
where 𝐫 is the distance vector.

∮ 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) ⋅ 𝑑𝑙 = 𝜇0 ∬ 𝐽coil(𝐫, 𝑡) ⋅ 𝑑𝑆

𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) = −𝐵c(𝐫)𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡)
(2)

𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) also induced an eddy current 𝐽magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) on the disk mag-
net by Faraday’s law (Eq. (3)), with 𝜎 the electrical conductivity of the
magnet. Due to its thin geometry (0.5 mm), 𝐽magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) was assumed to
e constant along the thickness of the magnet with its flow concentric
Fig. 1c). 𝐼m(𝐫) indicates the maximum time amplitude of 𝐼magnet (𝐫, 𝑡).

∮ 𝐽magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) ⋅ 𝑑𝑙 = −𝜎∬
𝜕𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
⋅ 𝑑𝑆

𝐼magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) = −𝐼m(𝐫)𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡)
(3)

Ultimately, the combination of these phenomena gave rise to the
orentz force acting on the magnet (Eq. (4)), with 𝑉 the volume of
he magnet. The eddy current 𝐽magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) in the magnet interacted with
he magnetic field of the coil 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) creating a force perpendicular
o both fields. Since the neodymium magnet had permeability close to
ir, its magnetic field 𝐵magnet (𝐫) was static and could not be altered by
he magnitude of the transient fields used, allowing one to neglect the
ffect of this current on the magnet itself. Assuming that both materials
ere magnetically linear, their fields could be added and the force
alue enhanced. Two force components were considered. 𝐹 ′

magnet (𝐫, 𝑡)
as generated from 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡), and would be able to develop twice the

requency of the introduced transient magnetic field, while 𝐹 ′′
magnet (𝐫, 𝑡)

as generated from 𝐵magnet (𝐫), with the same frequency as the input
xcitation (Eq. (4)).

𝐹magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) = ∭ 𝐽magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) × (𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) + 𝐵magnet (𝐫))𝑑𝑣

magnet (𝐫, 𝑡) =
𝐼m(𝐫)𝐵c(𝐫)

2
𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋(2𝑓0)𝑡)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝐹 ′
magnet (𝐫,𝑡)

+ 𝐼m(𝐫)𝐵magnet (𝐫)𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋(𝑓0)𝑡)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝐹 ′′
magnet (𝐫,𝑡)

(4)

An alternative expression of the force, in terms of the magnetic flux
ensity, can be derived by using Ampère’s law in its vectorial form
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Fig. 1. Generation of a transient magnetic force after applying a sinusoidal input voltage. (a) The disk-shaped neodymium magnet receives the magnetic field of the air-cored
coil. (b) The magnet is placed in a diameter coinciding with the X-axis and close to the edge of the coil. (c) The eddy current generated in the magnet 𝐼magnet (𝑡) interacts with the
magnetic field of the coil 𝐵coil(xz) and its own magnetic field 𝐵magnet , thus producing a Lorentz force 𝐹magnet(xz) perpendicular to both fields. The position of the magnet causes the
forces in the XZ plane to be non-symmetrical. The equilibrium point is displaced and dominated by the side closer to the coil. (d) The fields on each side of the magnet present
inverted trends, creating a pair of forces and causing the disk-shaped magnet to vibrate in a seesaw-like manner. The different gray shades distinguish the opposite polarity of the
eddy current inside the magnet. Each time interval (1 to 4) represents the directional behavior of 𝐵magnet (purple line), 𝐵coil(xz)(𝑡) (orange line), 𝐼magnet (𝑡) (cyan line), 𝐹 ′

magnet(xz)(𝑡)
and 𝐹 ′′

magnet(xz)(𝑡) (red lines) after the harmonic excitation.
(Eq. (5)) [24]. Considering only the effect on the z axis and being 𝐶
a constant depending on magnetic parameters and the volume of the
magnet, we concluded that the force was proportional to the spatial
gradient of 𝐵coil. This expression was used to find the optimal location
of the magnet in the z axis. As shown in the results section, the spatial
gradient was higher just outside the coil. That was why the magnet and
the medium were placed just outside, as observed in Fig. 1c.

𝐹magnet (𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐶
(

𝐵coil(𝑧, 𝑡)
𝜕𝐵coil(𝑧, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝐵magnet (𝑧, 𝑡)

𝜕𝐵coil(𝑧, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑧

)

(5)

These equations explain how it was possible to get the magnet to act
as a shaker and generate shear waves. The magnitude in each direction
of the 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) field depended on the position. When the magnet was
near the edge of the coil, the dominant component was 𝐵coil(x) with a
moderate contribution of 𝐵coil(z), as shown in Fig. 1c. These components
coupled with 𝐼magnet(y) to generate 𝐹magnet(xz) (Fig. 1d). Due to the rapid
change in polarity of the magnetic field and the opposite directions
of current within the magnet, a pair of forces was generated, thus
simulating a simple lever motion. However, the pivot point was closer
to the right end because the force was not perfectly symmetric and
its magnitude was greater closer to the coil. This is shown in Fig. 1d
with larger circles indicating a higher eddy current on the magnet. This
decompensation could try to move the magnet in the XY plane, but
since it was confined, this motion was constrained. The rest of the force
components had a very low magnitude. If the magnet were aligned with
the 𝑍-axis shown in Fig. 1, most of the 𝐵coil(𝐫, 𝑡) flux lines that would
pass through the magnet would be vertical (𝐵coil(z)) and therefore the
value of 𝐹magnet(z) would be significantly reduced.

3. Methods

3.1. Experimental setups for a wide frequency characterization

The remote transient magnetic force produced by the coil induced
the generation of high frequency shear waves by a disk-shaped mag-
net, as explained in Section 2. The permanent magnet was made of
3

neodymium (NdFeB-45) with 1.5 mm of diameter and 0.5 mm of
thickness. The circular coil was made of copper with a wire diameter of
0.5 mm, 75 turns, inner diameter of 20.0 mm, and 12.5 mm of height.
This resulted in a very low inductance of 0.1 mH. Low inductances
are an advantage because more current will be induced in the coil at
the same voltage. The chosen excitation was a linear frequency sweep
(chirp) from 5 to 22 kHz, coming from a waveform generator (33500B
Series, Keysight, California, USA) that after power amplification (7224,
AE Techron, Indiana, USA) reached 200 Vpp. The magnetic field 𝐵coil
at different frequencies was characterized experimentally by using
Faraday’s law of induction with a pickup coil, made with 10 turns and
10 mm diameter. This second coil captured the electromotive force at
different positions along the Z axis of the main coil.

A high-speed camera (FastCam SA-Z, Photron, Japan) was the core
of the imaging section. It had installed a 12x zoom lens (Navitar, New
York, USA) from which we acquire 640 × 360 images with 10 × 10 μm2

pixel resolution at a frame rate of 80 kHz. This ensured compliance with
the Nyquist criterion. The camera lens was aimed at a 45◦ reflecting
prism that held the medium and allowed us to study the horizontal
plane of propagation (Fig. 2b). A fiber-coupled halogen light source
(OSL2, Thorlabs, Inc., New Jersey, USA) with a collimation attachment
provided adequate stable continuous lighting. The camera sent a trigger
to the waveform generator to ensure synchronization. All elements
were placed in independent structures to avoid unwanted vibrations
(see Fig. 2).

The camera tests provided data to reconstruct the dispersion curve
in the high-frequency range. To cover the low frequency range of
the dispersion curve, we used a Verasonics research system (Vantage
256, Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) to perform Shear Wave
Elastography (SWE) [25]. To remotely produce shear waves, an ARF
push of 1000 cycles [26] was applied to the medium with an L11-5v
linear probe (Fig. 2f). The central frequency was 7.6 MHz. The focal
distance was set at 25 mm. Immediately after, ultrafast imaging was
performed using plane waves with an acquisition rate of 12.5 kHz.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setups for mechanical characterization. (a) The medium is placed on a reflecting prism in contact with its larger surface allowing horizontal positioning of
the high-speed camera. (b) A picture taken from the position of the light source. The light is also reflected in the prism to directly reach the camera lens. (c) Image captured by
the camera of the speckle plane (XY). The disk-shaped magnet is displayed in total black. (d) Transparent sample fabricated for the OME test. (e) DMA frequency sweep test with
cylindrical sample. (f) SWE experiment with cubic sample.
To remove the effect of random noise, 10 consecutive frames were
averaged.

Finally, a DMA experiment on an ElectroForce 3200 (TA Instru-
ments, EEUU) device completed the lower end of the frequency spec-
trum. A cylindrical sample was placed between two planar plates. The
lower plate was attached to a load cell whose maximum capacity was
22 N, with a resolution of 0.001 N (Fig. 2e). Frequency sweep tests
were conducted to obtain the complex modulus of the samples. The
displacement was controlled by moving the upper plate. Before starting
the measurements, to ensure an even contact, a ramp load was applied
until 1 N was reached. Oscillatory compression loads with stepped
values from 0.1 to 150 Hz with a dynamic amplitude of 0.05 mm were
carried out. The software performed a Fourier analysis to obtain the
real and imaginary components of the complex modulus, the storage
and the loss modulus, respectively. The acquisition rate was 10 kHz.

3.2. Sample preparation

For each measurement technique, DMA, SWE, and OME, hydro-
gel samples with a different geometry were fabricated. The hydrogel
was manufactured with polyacrylamide (PAM), a polymerized mate-
rial with two useful properties. First, varying the concentration of
PAM allowed tuning the viscoelastic properties. Second, the medium
was completely transparent, which was necessary for light to pass
through and allow visualization by the camera. A previous recipe
mimicking the acoustic properties of biological tissues was adapted
to manufacture PAM with these requirements [27,28]. Acrylamide-
bis solution (19:1 bis ratio, 40% solution, OmniPur) was reconstituted
by mixing with distilled water and glycerol 10% (v/v) in a conical
tube. We considered three different concentrations of PAM to have a
variety of mechanical responses, namely 20%, 30% and 40% (v/v).
To initialize the polymerization of PAM, Ammonium Persulfate (APS
98%, Sigma Aldrich), 0.5% (v/v) of 10% (w/v) was added and mixed
until homogenization. N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED
99%, ReagentPlus) was added 0.2% (v/v) as a catalyst to accelerate gel
polymerization. All materials were supplied by Merck (Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany).

For a successful visualization of the shear waves, the addition of op-
tical speckles using particles smaller than the wavelength was required.
Glass beads with diameter of 75 μm (Model 59200U, Supelco) were
added to form a single plane within the sample to ensure high image
contrast and to avoid the observation of out-of-plane displacements.
4

The procedure had a duration of 40–60 s and was conducted as follows.
A first layer of PAM mixture was poured into a rectangular mold shortly
after TEMED was added. During the polymerization process, it was
observed that as the medium solidified, a thin liquid layer formed on
top of it. At this point, glass beads were placed, forming a homogeneous
distribution on the surface, after passing through a 100 μm mesh sieve.
Then the neodymium disk was placed on the same plane. Finally, the
second layer of PAM was poured and began to diffuse into the first
layer. The molecules in the two layers began to interact, causing the
layers to merge. The images taken by the camera (Fig. 2c and d)
show that both the particles and the disk were on the same plane.
Similarly, a homogeneous propagating wavefront during displacement
reconstruction confirmed that the layers were merged. The resulting
medium had a 20 × 20 mm2 surface and a thickness of 4.5 mm. 3
samples were made for each PAM concentration.

To study the combined spatial resolution of the imaging and excita-
tion systems for high frequency waves, bilayer samples were fabricated.
They were composed of two vertically divided layers with different
PAM concentration. The left layer had a 40% concentration of PAM,
while the right layer had a 20% concentration. The procedure was
similar to that explained above. In this case, each layer was subdivided
into two parts for each concentration, which eventually merged. The
neodymium disk was placed in the 40% part.

The samples used for the SWE control experiment followed the
same fabrication procedure. The cubic mold used had dimensions of
50 × 50 × 50 mm3 to avoid reflections or guided waves in our analysis.
It consisted of a single layer with graphite powder (Pressol Schmierg-
erate GmbH, Germany) for acoustical scattering instead of glass beads.
For the DMA experiment, the cylindrical mold had 20 mm of diameter
and 12 mm of height. No scattering particles were required. Magnets
were not embedded in the sample for DMA and SWE (see Fig. 2e,f).

3.3. Displacement and phase velocity reconstruction

To obtain a dispersion curve that provided a consistent wide fre-
quency characterization, the results of the three techniques used, DMA,
SWE, and OME, were combined to obtain values from the quasi-static
range to the cutoff frequency.

The camera was only able to capture the displacements of the
particles on the horizontal plane (XY). However, the alternating mo-
tion of each side of the magnet took place in a perpendicular plane
(see Fig. 4a). This motion sheared the surrounding medium and the
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Fig. 3. High frequency data reconstruction of longitudinal waves in a 40% PAM sample. (a) Displacement map estimated using a dense optical flow algorithm. The propagation
direction 𝑑𝑥 and the particle polarization 𝑝𝑥 was parallel. (b) Spatiotemporal displacement profiles of the horizontal component (𝑢𝑥) averaged in depth taking the Region of Interest
(ROI) indicated. The graph below displays the temporal displacement profile at 3 mm. (c) 2D Fourier transform of the displacement profiles with highest energy points detected
for each frequency. (d) Kelvin–Voigt rheological model scheme that was used for viscoelastic characterization.
diffracted transverse shear waves coming primarily from the borders
of the magnet disk created a new propagation front due to the dis-
placement component in the horizontal direction (𝑢𝑥) [29]. This led
to the generation of longitudinal shear waves in the speckle plane that
the camera could detect as a sequence of frames that formed a wave
propagation movie.

A dense optical flow algorithm was used to estimate 2D displace-
ment maps [30]. Ideally, each pixel in the frame was assigned a
displacement value. However, the spatial resolution was reduced in
favor of a more robust and smoother result. The size of the pixel neigh-
borhood was 5, which worsened the spatial resolution from 10 × 10 to
50 × 50 μm2. A spatial Gaussian filter of size 10 pixels was also applied,
for noise reduction and better detection of fast motion. Note that this
filter did not change the spatial resolution. Only the lateral propagating
component was considered, corresponding to the X-axis (see Fig. 3a).
Before velocity estimation, a region of interest (ROI) to the right of
the emitting disk was taken. The ROI dimensions were 2 mm in the
lateral dimension, and 0.5 mm in the depth dimension, aligned with
the center of the disk. To reduce random noise and computation time,
displacement time profiles were averaged over ROI depth (Z-axis), and
time upsampled by cubic interpolation (see Fig. 3b). For the bilayer
samples we also applied a spatial directional filter to keep only the
forward propagation direction [10].

In the SWE part, the Verasonics system provided the beamformed
IQ data with which particle motion can be estimated using the Loupas
correlation algorithm [31]. An ROI of dimensions 10 × 10 mm2 was
taken to the right of the push. The same pre-processing as with OME
was used here.

The dispersion curve can be obtained with the 2D Fourier transform.
The reconstructed spatiotemporal data was converted to the frequency
domain, also called the (𝑓, 𝑘) space (Fig. 3c). The highest energy
propagation mode was identified by finding the pairs of wavenumber 𝑘
(spatial frequency) and frequency 𝑓 (temporal frequency) related to the
peak values of the (𝑓, 𝑘) space amplitude. No amplitude mask was used
to explore the maximum frequency information. The shear wave phase
velocity for each frequency was obtained directly as 𝑐𝑠 = 𝑓∕𝑘 [32].
The characterization of the viscoelastic properties of the medium was
carried out by fitting the theoretical expression of the shear wave phase
velocity 𝑐𝑠(𝑓 ) according to the KV model (Fig. 3d) to the experimental
dispersion curve [33]. To obtain the shear elasticity 𝜇 and viscosity 𝜂
the BFGS nonlinear minimization method was used. It is an iterative
algorithm used for unconstrained optimization problems. It uses an
approximation of the Hessian matrix to update the search direction at
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each iteration [34]. The phase velocity was also calculated from DMA
data, replacing the storage and loss moduli in the KV expression [33].

Finally, the potential of the KV model to explain the high cutoff fre-
quency was investigated. According to Holm [35], in the low frequency
regime (𝜔𝜏 < 1) elasticity dominates over viscosity and waves propa-
gate, being 𝜏 = 𝜂∕𝜇 the relaxation time, and 𝜔 the angular frequency.
As the frequency increases, the viscous term (𝜔𝜂) gets closer to the
elasticity term (𝜇) and waves are strongly attenuated, and the physical
phenomenon approaches to the solution of a diffusion equation. Setting
the observable propagation limit in 𝜔𝜏 = 1, the theoretical cutoff
frequency is calculated as 𝑓𝑐 =

1
2𝜋𝜏 .

3.4. FDTD model

A 2D finite difference time domain (FDTD) model was used to vali-
date the velocity estimated from the propagation of longitudinal shear
waves created from the vibration of the magnet disk. The mechanical
wave propagation problem was solved numerically based on previous
work of the group [36,37] using the Matlab programming environment
(R2018b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The governing equa-
tions, namely dynamic equilibrium, kinematic, and constitutive, were
implemented considering a KV viscoelastic model.

A 3D model would be required since the excitation and the mechan-
ical response were distributed perpendicularly to each other. However,
this would entail a high difficulty in reproducing the excitation coming
from the magnetic field, as well as several diffraction artifacts near the
borders, which would be out of the scope of the study. To simplify
this complexity and reduce computational load, a 2D numerical study
was performed in the lateral plane (XZ), focusing on the midplane. The
geometry consisted of a 2D rectangular medium with an embedded
rectangular magnet element located in its center. The model consid-
ered a staggered grid for spatial discretization of the variables. Free
boundary conditions were established for all edges of the propagation
medium, with the exception of the bottom edge that was fixed (Fig. 4c).
The neodymium magnet was modeled as a solid elastic material. The
excitation was an angular displacement that was prescribed in the
right corner of the magnet. The real excitation could not be fully
reconstructed by looking at the lateral plane with the camera. This was
due to the fact that the light had to pass through 20 mm of material.
Therefore, we used as excitation the output signal of the generator
scaled by the initial rotation of the magnet, which was observable.
Also, the magnet was fixed at a point to the right of its vertical median
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Fig. 4. (a) Lateral view (XZ) showing the transient alternating magnet motion. The magnet is fixed on the white point due to the alternating magnetic forces. (b) Reconstructed
experimental vertical displacements (𝑢𝑧) showing consecutive wavefronts at 0.6 ms after the beginning of magnet motion in the lateral plane of propagation (XZ). (c) Geometry
and map of the vertical particle displacements (𝑢𝑧) of the right side of the simulation model (FDTD) at 0.6 ms after the beginning of magnet motion. 𝜎 = 0 indicates free border,
while 𝑢 = 0 indicates fixed border. The particle displacement 𝑝𝑧 was perpendicular to the propagation direction 𝑑𝑥.
Table 1
Values of the parameters for all the cases simulated by using the FDTD model.

Parameter Description Value

𝑥𝑆 Horizontal dimension of the domain 20 mm
𝑧𝑆 Vertical dimension of the domain 4.5 mm
𝛥𝑥 r spatial step 20 μm
𝛥𝑧 z spatial step 20 μm
𝛥𝑡 Time interval 5e−9 s
𝑡𝑇 Total time of simulation 2.5 ms

plane because of the non-symmetrical magnetic field (see Fig. 4a). The
distance was obtained from magnetic simulations (see Fig. 5e).

The material properties of the medium were inferred from the fitting
of the KV parameters with the OME results, shown in Table 2. The
compressional modulus 𝐾 was estimated assuming 𝐾 = 𝑐2𝑝𝜌 [38], where
𝑐𝑝 = 1540 m/s is the speed of sound and 𝜌 = 1000 kg∕m3 the density of
PAM [27]. The volumetric viscosity parameter 𝜂𝑣 was neglected. Notice
that this simplification would overestimate the absolute amplitude in
the simulations compared with the and high speed camera observa-
tions. However, since the objective of the simulations was to validate
the experimentally estimated velocity values, the absolute amplitude
information was not relevant. The dimensions and parameters of the
discretization model are summarized in Table 1. To obtain the phase ve-
locity, the same reconstruction algorithm described in Section 3.3 was
applied. The horizontal component of the displacement 𝑢𝑥 was taken,
which theoretically should have the same velocity as the longitudinal
shear waves captured by the camera (white midline in Fig. 4c).

Fig. 4b shows the experimental displacement reconstruction in the
lateral plane (XZ) of a 40% PAM sample. When the magnet disk sheared
the medium, the vertical displacement component 𝑢𝑧 created transverse
shear waves in this plane. The amplitude of these shear waves was
similar to that of the longitudinal shear waves, but due to low light
conditions and poor image quality, the result was noisier compared
to the XY plane. Still, a comparison with the displacements of the
simulations showed that there was a qualitative agreement between
them. The observations confirmed that the magnet vibrated as a simple
lever, which was in agreement with the expected behavior foreseen in
Section 2.
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4. Results

4.1. Magnetic field and force optimization

Magnetic characterization was performed using the Finite Element
Method Magnetics (FEMM v4.2) software [39]. An axisymmetric prob-
lem was defined with the geometry and material properties previously
described. At 5 kHz, with an input voltage of 200 V, the current was
60 A. The magnetic flux density peaked at 0.31 T where the X-axis
intersected the coil (Fig. 5a). Near the top surface of the magnet 𝐵z
was 0.14 T. The permanent magnetic field of the magnet reached a
maximum of around 800 mT at its edges (Fig. 5b). In Fig. 5c the
measurements taken by the pickup coil of 𝐵z along the Z axis validated
the simulation results. As described in the theory section (Eq. (5)) the
magnetic force in the z axis is proportional to its spatial gradient. Thus,
the magnet was placed near the edge of the coil where the magnetic
force was maximum (Fig. 5d). The time behavior of the Lorentz force
showed some deviation from the generator output because of the
double frequency term that the coil added (see Fig. 5e). The inductive
impedance increased with frequency, which meant that a lower current
developed. Therefore, the magnitude of 𝐹z attenuated over time as
the excitation chirp changed frequency. The attenuation factor was
proportional to the recorded displacement. To find the position on the
magnet where 𝐹z changed direction, we searched for the sign change
of 𝐽magnet , assuming a constant value in its thickness. It was found
approximately 1 mm from the left side (the edge closest to the coil,
the green part). This distance was used in the wave simulations.

4.2. OME results and experimental dispersion curves combining with DMA
and SWE

The dispersion curves in the high frequency range (HF > 3 kHz)
obtained by OME are presented for each PAM concentration in Fig. 6a.
The frequency information started around 3 kHz up to the estimated
high cutoff frequency. This upper limit was observed at the point where
information about the highest energy propagation mode in the (𝑓, 𝑘)
space was no longer available. It was noticed that as the PAM con-
centration of the sample increased, the recovered velocity information
reached higher frequencies. For 40% the response reached a frequency
of 20.2 kHz, for 30% it is up to 15.3 kHz, and for 20% up to 9.8 kHz.
Therefore, ultrasonic shear waves were generated and captured. The
phase velocities coming from the simulation displacement data (FDTD)
are also displayed. They are mostly superimposing on the OME data.
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Fig. 5. Magnetic simulation results. (a) Magnetic flux density generated by the coil at 5 kHz. (b) Static magnetic field of the neodymium magnet that is added to the field coil.
(c) 𝐵z measured experimentally along the central vertical axis Z with the simulated values. (d) Spatial gradient in the z axis of the coil magnetic field. (e) Time evolution of the
Z component of the Lorentz force on the upper face of the magnet.
This proved that in a KV medium, the magnet lever motion was capa-
ble of generating longitudinal shear waves in the observed frequency
range. It was also emphasized that, since the velocities were of a few
m/s, they belonged to shear waves. The right inset in Fig. 6a displays
the exploitable frequency content of each PAM concentration. It can
be seen that the frequency information is comparable to the cutoff
obtained with the phase velocity. In the case of 40%, the energy is
spread over a wider frequency range, which may cause the wavy shape
and the jumps seen in the phase velocity.

The low frequency range (LF < 3 kHz) was the combination of
DMA and SWE (Fig. 6b). For SWE the frequency information started
at 200 Hz and ended at 3 kHz for the 20% concentration, in the case of
30% it went up to 3.8 kHz and for 40% up to 4.5 kHz. For all of them,
3 kHz was established as their upper limit for a consistent comparison.
In this range, a higher concentration of PAM implied a more noticeable
dispersion response. The DMA values ranged from 0.1 to 150 Hz with
phase velocities in line with those of SWE. The frequency axis in Fig. 6b
is represented in log scale. Furthermore, storage 𝐺′ and loss modulus
𝐺′′ are shown in a log–log scale in the upper inset. In this frequency
range 𝐺′ was one order of magnitude higher than 𝐺′′. All techniques
provided consistent values with each other without significant jumps
between them.

4.3. Rheological behavior and cutoff frequencies

Table 2 shows the KV fitted parameters for each frequency range,
including the whole frequency range as WF = LF + HF. For the study
of the goodness of fit, the mean absolute error (MAE) was chosen, with
smaller values representing a better fit. A wider frequency range im-
plied a poorer fitting. The shear elasticity 𝜇 parameters were similar in
all ranges, especially for lower values. The shear viscosity 𝜂 parameters
were significantly different between the low frequency range and the
high frequency range. Furthermore, to better observe these behaviors,
the KV models are represented for each frequency range in Fig. 7.
The lines are extrapolated to cover the entire frequency range. In the
low frequency range, 𝜂 was higher for higher concentrations, implying
that the high frequency range behavior could not be captured. On the
contrary, the high frequency range 𝜂 was able to satisfactorily capture
the low frequency range behavior.
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Fig. 6. Experimental dispersion curves. (a) The high frequency phase velocity values
estimated from optical micro-elastography (OME) and simulations (FDTD). The right
inset displays the energy frequency content for each concentration of PAM. (b) The low
frequency phase velocity values estimated from Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
and Shear Wave Elastography (SWE). The frequency axis is represented in log scale.
The inset represents the storage 𝐺′ and loss 𝐺′′ moduli on a log–log scale.

In Table 3, the KV parameters are used to explore the cutoff frequen-
cies. First, we calculated on the left side the values of the frequency
regime (𝜔𝜏) considering the upper frequency limits and the relaxation
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Table 2
KV model parameters (shear elasticity and viscosity) fitted to each PAM concentration and frequency range. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation. LF: low frequency, HF:
high frequency, WF: whole frequency. MAE: Mean Absolute Error.

PAM concentration (%) LF HF WF

𝜇 (kPa) 𝜂 (Pa s) MAE (m/s) 𝜇 (kPa) 𝜂 (Pa s) MAE (m/s) 𝜇 (kPa) 𝜂 (Pa s) MAE (m/s)

40 63.62 ± 11.54 1.33 ± 0.21 0.07 72.52 ± 7.85 0.51 ± 0.12 0.25 69.94 ± 8.07 0.53 ± 0.06 0.25
30 37.52 ± 7.01 0.61 ± 0.18 0.07 40.40 ± 5.04 0.41 ± 0.12 0.17 39.21 ± 3.28 0.43 ± 0.07 0.16
20 10.26 ± 3.10 0.34 ± 0.04 0.06 10.68 ± 2.29 0.21 ± 0.09 0.09 10.81 ± 0.53 0.21 ± 0.02 0.09
Table 3
KV frequency regimes and prediction of high cutoff frequencies using 𝜔𝜏 = 1. LF: low frequency, HF: high frequency, WF: whole frequency. 𝑓𝑐 :
cutoff frequency.

PAM concentration (%) LF HF WF

𝜔𝜏 𝜔𝜏 = 1
𝑓𝑐 [kHz]

𝜔𝜏 𝜔𝜏 = 1
𝑓𝑐 [kHz]

𝜔𝜏 𝜔𝜏 = 1
𝑓𝑐 [kHz]

40 0.59 7.6 0.89 22.6 0.96 21.0
30 0.38 9.8 0.97 15.7 1.05 14.5
20 0.62 4.8 1.21 8.0 1.19 8.2
Fig. 7. KV fitting to experimental data in different frequency ranges. The low frequency
range (LF) corresponds to DMA+SWE, while the high frequency range (HF) corresponds
to OME. The whole frequency range is the combination of the previous ranges (WF =
LF + HF). Fewer experimental points are plotted for the sake of clarity.

times estimated from the experimental results. It can be seen that in
the low frequency range, 𝜔𝜏 is in all cases less than 1, while in the
other ranges it is around 1. On the right side, high cutoff frequencies
were calculated assuming 𝜔𝜏 = 1. Given the overestimation of the
viscous parameter in the low frequency range, the cutoff frequency was
underestimated. In the other ranges, a fair approximation was obtained
with respect to the limits that were reached when calculating the phase
velocity.

4.4. Spatial analysis of the mode of wave propagation

The series of sequential snapshots in Fig. 8a show that the longi-
tudinal shear waves captured had a spherical front due to the circular
geometry of the magnet. We analyzed the propagated waves to confirm
that they did not form part of complex modes of guided propagation.
The tested samples had a thickness larger (4.5 mm) than the maximum
𝜆. The same applies to the SWE measurements, where the maximum
𝜆 was around 20 mm in the 40% PAM, and the sample thickness was
50 mm. As displayed in Fig. 8a, the minimum wavelength is 0.517 mm
for the 40% PAM, 0.502 mm for the 30% PAM, and 0.451 mmm for
the 20% PAM, in OME measurements. This can in fact be verified in
the snapshots shown in the same figure.

To verify that the previous minimum 𝜆 did not limit the resolution
of the system, wave propagation at high frequencies from a hard to a
soft medium was explored. In the bilayer sample (shown in Fig. 8b)
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the straight transition plane has a constant length of 0.3 mm. When
the wave traveled through this plane, there was an abrupt alteration
in its front due to a change in mechanical properties. To see that
change, the spatial gradient of the displacement in the same direction
of propagation was calculated and plotted in the right hand side image.
The length of the lateral distance of the gradient (marked between
the white lines) was approximately 0.3 mm, decreasing slightly as the
frequency increased.

5. Discussion

In this study, OME was presented as a feasible technique for obtain-
ing a reliable viscoelastic analysis over an ultrawide frequency range.
To achieve micrometer resolutions and avoid guided wave propagation,
a high frequency excitation was used, and the detecting capabilities of
the imaging system were enhanced.

A magnetically based excitation without direct mechanical con-
tact was proposed. This method of excitation provided high-efficiency
transmission between the input excitation frequency and the medium
displacement. This remote generation of shear waves by means of the
Lorentz force has already been explored [40,41]. In contrast to these
previous studies, where the waves generated had a low frequency
response (<1 kHz), here the motion of the magnet allowed it to reach
higher frequency (>3 kHz). A chirp-type signal provided a uniform
magnitude throughout the frequency sweep, which was convenient
for achieving a continuous dispersion curve, as well as a higher SNR
than an impulse [42]. When the magnet began to vibrate, it first had
to overcome the inertia of the medium that was holding it. At high
frequency, the inductance of the coil reduces the current developed in
the coil, which directly affects the magnetic force. Therefore, to beat
the inertia, a continuous frequency sweep starting at lower frequencies
guaranteed to observe wave displacements beyond 20 kHz. When the
excitation started at low frequencies (<3 kHz), the magnet vibration
was slow and had a large amplitude, and high frequencies could not
be developed. To achieve a balance and avoid guided waves due to
large 𝜆, the input signal started at 5 kHz. Even so, enough information
was obtained to reconstruct the velocity at frequencies lower than
the excitation, starting at 3 kHz. This was because in the transition
from standing to moving, lower frequency components were generated.
The shape of the wavefront can be changed with the geometry of
the embedded magnet. In our case, a circular geometry facilitated the
study of the excitation force as a result of the assumptions made about
the eddy current. By replacing the magnet by a metal plate, such as
aluminum, the maximum magnetic force was reduced by 85%, and
we did not observe any motion or propagating wave. This meant that
the permanent magnetic field provided the force necessary to move
the disk within the medium. To further increase this force, a magnet
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Fig. 8. (a) Sequential snapshots of the longitudinal shear wave propagating in the 40% PAM showing the horizontal component (X) of the particle displacement after optical flow
reconstruction. The plot shows the decreasing wavelength as the excitation reached higher frequencies. (b) Image of the transition between two concentrations (bilayer) and the
spatial gradient of displacement when the wave propagated in the white rectangle (transition zone).
with a higher permanent field can be used, such as NdFeB-52, and
the input current can be increased. Besides, strong magnetic fields are
biologically harmless [24].

Techniques using high speed cameras have found a niche applica-
tion in gaining greater insight into the physics of wave propagation and
some of its limits [6,17]. Its advantages are the high acquisition rate
and spatial resolution, which allow small displacements to be captured
in short times. By exploring the propagation in the immediate vicinity
of the excitation area, it is possible to capture some wavelengths at high
frequencies that attenuate quickly. To obtain an accurate displacement
field, the algorithm used to calculate the dense optical flow presented
a problem. If excitation frequencies lower than 3 kHz were used, the
displacements would be greater than 10 μm. Due to the large amplitude
of vibration of the magnet to generate this displacement, the sample
was lifted off the base. This changed the illumination conditions, and
the results were erroneous.

The tests on the bilayer samples proved that it was the resolution
of the imaging system that limited the accuracy of the displacement
field reconstruction. The minimum 𝜆 was 0.451 mm, and we could
detect a transition of 0.3 mm. As discussed in [7], the use of minimum
windows or propagation distances for velocity estimations decreases
the final resolution. Blurred and irregular transitions have been fre-
quently observed [2]. The camera resolution can be increased by using
a microscopic lens, which can provide a resolution of less than 1 × 1
μm2. However, the generated displacement amplitude would have to be
decreased to be captured in the field of view, which at high frequencies
might mean no motion.
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With this setup, waves traveling at the speed of shear waves (a few
m/s) and with a longitudinal displacement were observed. Longitudinal
shear waves have already been used in optical coherence elastography
with satisfactory results [43,44]. To confirm the shear wave nature of
these observed longitudinal waves, the group velocity was measured in
the lateral plane shown in Fig. 4b. A value of 9.4 m/s was obtained for
the 40% concentration sample, which was in the range of its dispersion
curve. The geometrical diffraction due to the spherical front did not
seem to affect the phase information in the frequency domain. We com-
pared the velocity values with and without spherical front corrections,
and the differences were all below 5%. The changes in the shape of the
dispersion curve (Fig. 6a) at specific frequency intervals can be caused
by various factors, such as high attenuation or inhomogeneous particle
distribution. This meant that in the ROI chosen, the propagation front
was not completely homogeneous. In the case of SWE, it was necessary
to stir the graphite during curing to prevent it from settling at the
bottom, while for OME in some cases there were gaps or a higher
density of particles due to the fabricating process.

Several results were used to confirm that the dispersive behavior
of the shear waves measured with OME was not sensitive to the
geometrical conditions of the medium. First, the (𝑓, 𝑘) space gave
information on how the propagation was distributed spatially and tem-
porally. Its magnitude revealed that only one propagation mode was
captured. When there are other modes, additional information appears
that deviates from the dominant mode [32,42]. In our case, we did not
apply any amplitude mask, and consequently, the measurement data
at some points had some apparent noise or artifact. Secondly, given
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the boundary conditions of the experiment, the potential lowest-order
Lamb waves would propagate along the surface, known as Rayleigh
waves. The simulation results in the lateral plane allowed one to
see the ratio of amplitudes between the displacements at the midline
of the medium and at the border. The energy near the edges was
found to be four times lower than in the midline. In addition, the
high attenuation together with the geometrical dispersion caused the
possible effects of this surface wave on the dominant mode to be
negligible. Third, the thickness of the samples (4.5 mm) was greater
than the wavelength in the frequency range studied. In the worst case,
for each PAM concentration (at 3 kHz), the wavelength was 2.7, 2.0,
and 1.0 mm, for 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.25%, respectively. These values
decreased rapidly with frequency. Similarly, the values obtained by
SWE consistently follow the dispersion curve toward low frequencies,
and in this case the thickness of the samples (50 mm) was much greater
than 𝜆 in the frequency range. With these arguments, the possibility
that the captured mode was a Rayleigh wave was ruled out. Therefore,
they were considered bulk shear waves whose frequency dependence
was attributed to the material dispersion and not to the waveguide
dispersion.

The manufactured PAM hydrogels are considered linear elastic ma-
terials [45], and as such we had to add glycerol to increase the
viscosity [46]. In the literature, this material had not been character-
ized at such high concentrations and, in any case, without ingredients
that add viscosity. For the 20% PAM, the shear modulus has been found
between 8 and 12 kPa [27,45], which is similar to our DMA results. The
difference between values has been attributed to crosslinker concen-
tration, polymerization temperature, and swelling equilibrium [47]. In
our case, we used a 5% crosslinker, reaching a maximum temperature
reaction of 42 ◦C, and we let the medium undisturbed for 30 min in
water before measuring.

Some considerations that may limit the scalability of the proposed
method include the need for transparency of the medium and the need
for embedding the magnet in the sample to be measured. Although
the OME technique can achieve a fine spatial resolution, it is not
comparable to nanometric resolution techniques such as Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) or Brillouin microscopy. However, this situation can
be advantageous for some applications. Exploring the mechanical be-
havior of a material beyond the low frequency or quasi-static regimes,
such as those provided by AFM, will allow us to understand its response
to a full range of dynamic mechanical stimuli. This is relevant, for
example, in regenerative medicine. Measurement of the viscoelasticity
of the culture substrate provides information on its ability to support
cell migration and its potential to induce cell differentiation [48].
PAM hydrogels have been a popular choice for studying cell-substrate
mechanical interactions [49]. On the one hand, this is due to the wide
achievable range of mechanical properties by varying its concentra-
tion. Optimization of mechanical parameters increases the efficiency
of culture systems. On the other hand, its total transparency facilitates
visualization of cellular processes. With the OME technique, a wide
spectrum of viscoelastic properties could be obtained from this type
of media. By separating the plane in which measurements are taken
from the plane in which the cells are seeded, the properties could
be monitored over time without disrupting the cells. A confocal lens
would provide at the same time an imaging system for mechanical
characterization and an observing system for cellular reactions.

We demonstrated that techniques available for mechanical char-
acterization, such as SWE and DMA, agreed well with OME’s phase
velocity. The rheological agreement was also studied according to the
frequency range. Simple rheological models, such as the KV model,
are based on single relaxation processes, which are not representative
of many multiscale materials and biological structures [50]. Still, it
has been shown in hydrogels, such as gelatin and agar [17,51], and
here in PAM, that they can be well described by this type of model.
In the case of other models, such as Maxwell, its plateau behavior at
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high frequencies would not accurately describe the observed dispersive
response. For more complex models, such as Zener, where an additional
elastic term is added, the interpretation of multiple relaxation times is
no longer straightforward.

A problem arose when taking a reduced dispersion curve to fit the
KV model, since the estimated rheological parameters showed high
variability. By comparing the low frequency range (<3 kHz) with the
high frequency range (>3 kHz), for 𝜇 the relative errors were less than
10%, but for 𝜂 the errors reached 60% and they can be higher with
a higher dispersive behavior. By using a wide frequency bandwidth
dispersion curve for the rheological parameter, the response from
quasistatic to cutoff frequency was successfully modeled. Furthermore,
to verify the robustness of the fittings, several initial guess values were
randomly chosen. For 𝜇 between 1 and 100 kPa and for 𝜂 between 0.05
and 2 Pa s. All converged to the values shown with a variation of less
than 5%.

The calculated cutoff frequencies shown in Table 3 only depended
on the rheological parameters. This can be interpreted from another
physical point of view. If the excitation frequency is higher than the
relaxation time, the material does not have time to relax and respond,
that is, to vibrate at that frequency. Therefore, the propagation en-
ergy at these frequencies is diffused. The differences between theory
and experiments were mainly attributed to experimental setup and
reconstruction algorithms. On the other hand, attenuation increases ex-
ponentially with distance. At one wavelength, the amplitude decreases
by 𝑒𝛼𝜆, with 𝛼 the attenuation factor. The inverse of the attenuation per
wavelength (𝐴) measures the distance in number of wavelengths, when
the amplitude decays close to the noise level. For low frequencies, the
KV model approaches 𝐴 ≈ 𝜋𝜔𝜏 [35]. If the limit is set to 𝜔𝜏 = 1, as
bserved in Table 3, then 𝐴 = 𝜋, thus 𝐴−1 = 0.318𝜆. If the propagation

distance is less than one third of a wavelength, no waves will propagate.
This result was in line with the expression proposed by Laloy et al. [17].

6. Conclusions

The proposed micro-elastography technique was validated. A setup
for generating and imaging high frequency shear waves with enough
spatial and temporal resolution was configured. Few studies on elas-
tography have reached such high frequencies and even fewer have
observed ultrasonic shear waves in soft media. Tracking the displace-
ments close to the excitation area with high resolution and without
near-field effects was key to reaching the cutoff frequencies, since at
such short propagation distances other methods are technically lim-
ited. The combination of the three measurement techniques provided
rheology information over 6 orders of magnitude of frequencies. The
study at different frequencies of a simple rheological model such as KV
yielded interesting conclusions. There was no good agreement on the
viscous parameter if the measurements were made at low frequencies
(SWE range) and extrapolated to higher frequencies. A wide dispersion
curve was necessary for the rheology to be well interpreted. This
led us to hypothesize that in viscoelastic and homogeneous materials
that follow a KV model over their entire measurable frequency range,
the KV model was capable of predicting the high frequency cutoff.
As a potential application, the mechanical characterization of tissue
engineering scaffolds is envisioned.
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